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NEW QUESTION: 2
The public telephone system is an example of a __________
system.
A. Full-duplex
B. Purely analog
C. Half-duplex
D. Simplex
E. Purely digital
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are running a Docker daemon on a Linux host and it becomes
unresponsive. Which signal, when sent to a Docker process with
the kill command, forces the full stack trace to be logged for
debugging purposes?
A. -TRACE
B. -KILLTRACE
C. -IOTRACE
D. -SIGUSER1
Answer: D
Explanation:
If the daemon is unresponsive, you can force a full stack trace
to be logged by sending a SIGUSR1 signal to the daemon.
Linux:
$ sudo kill -SIGUSR1 $(pidof dockerd)
Windows Server:
Download docker-signal.
Run the executable with the flag --pid=&lt;PID of daemon&gt;.
Reference:
https://docs.docker.com/engine/admin/#force-a-stack-trace-to-be
-logged

NEW QUESTION: 4
In a manufacturing cloud implementation, production operators

want to perform work order updates using Dispatch List.
Identify two tasks that the Dispatch List allows the production
users to perform.
A. Report Receipts
B. Report Cost Transactions
C. Report Resource Transactions
D. Report Material Transactions by Quantity and Serial Number
E. Report Component Returns
Answer: C,D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference:
https://docs.oracle.com/cloud/farel11/scmcs_gs/FAUMF/
FAUMF2013521.htm#FAUMF2013521
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